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Oasis - She´s Electric
Tom: A

   (Gallagher)

Chords used:

         EADGBe
E
E2
Ab
C        (x35553)
Dbm  (x46654)
A        (x02220)
A2
A7M        (x02120)
D        (x57775)
B        (x24442)
F#m7add4 (xx4200)
Intro: -----
starts with:

h=hammer on

until:

E  Ab  Dbm  A2  E  Ab  Dbm  A2  E  Ab  Dbm  A2  C  D  E

[NOTE: During all of the verses in this song, whenever guitar
1 plays an
"A2", there is a second guitar that plays this little fill:

h=hammer on

and whenever, at the end of the verses, when guitar 1 plays an
"E", guitar
2 plays an "E2".

Verse 1
-------
E  Ab   Dbm  A2
She's electric
           E      Ab       Dbm     A2
She's in a family full of ecentrics
      E                  Ab        Dbm   A2
She's done things I've never expected
      C    D    E
and I need more time

Verse 2
-------
She's got a sister
And God only knows how I've missed her
And on the palm of her hand is a blister
And I need more time

Pre-chorus
----------
A       A7M       A                 A7M
  And I want you to know, I've got my mind made up now

A       Dbm       E    E7
  But I need more time
A        A7M       A                      A7M
  And I want you to say, do you know what I'm saying
A        Dbm
  But I need more....

Chorus
------
      E
Cause I'll be you and you'll be me
        E7
There's lots and lots for us to see
        Gbm7
There's lots and lots for us to do
B
She is electric, can I be electric too?
Solo
----
- ghost note, toque rápido e levemente

   (E Ab Dbm A2 (3x)) C D E

Verse 3
-------
She's got a brother
We don't get on with one another
But I quite fancy her mother
And I think that she likes me

Verse 4
-------
She's got a cousin
In fact she's got 'bout a dozen
She's got one in the oven
But it's nothing to do with me

Pre-Chorus
----------
And I want you to know I've got my mind made up now
But I need more time
And I want you to say, do you know what I'm saying
But I need more

Chorus
------
Cause I'll be you and you'll be me
There lots and lots for us to see
There's lots and lots for us to do
B                                   C        D        E
She is electric can I be electric, too          can I be
electric
C        D        E             C            D    E
too         can I be electric too

Song keeps going: C  D  E and ends with a slower  C  D  E

Acordes
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